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Abstract: The most promising mechanisms for producing and accelerating relativistic jets, and
maintaining collimated structure of relativistic jets involve magnetohydrodynamical (MHD)
processes. We have investigated the magnetic dissipation mechanism in relativistic jets via relativistic
MHD simulations. We found that the relativistic jets involving a helical magnetic field are unstable
for the current-driven kink instability, which leads to helically distorted structure in relativistic jets.
We identified the regions of high current density in filamentary current sheets, indicative of magnetic
reconnection, which are associated to the kink unstable regions and correlated to the converted
regions of magnetic to kinetic energies of the jets. We also found that an over-pressured relativistic jet
leads to the generation of a series of stationary recollimation shocks and rarefaction structures by
the nonlinear interaction of shocks and rarefaction waves. The differences in the recollimation shock
structure due to the difference of the magnetic field topologies and strengths may be observable
through mm-VLBI observations and space-VLBI mission.
Keywords: galaxies: jets; magnetohydrodynamics (MHD); methods: numerical; instabilities;
shock waves
1. Introduction
Relativistic jets are ubiquitous features of many accreting compact object (mostly black hole)
systems. They are associated with X-ray binaries (XRBs) and Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) containing
stellar-mass black holes (BHs) (M ⇠ 1.4–20M ), and active galactic nuclei (AGNs) with supermassive
BHs (M ⇠ 106–1010M ).
It is commonly believed that jets are powered and collimated by magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
processes (e.g., [1,2]). General relativistic magnetohydrodynamic (GRMHD) simulations of jet
formation (e.g., [3,4]) show development of turbulence via magneto-rotational instability (MRI) [5]
and angular momentum transfer in the accretion disk, leading to diffusion of matter and magnetic
field inwards, and the generation of unsteady outflows. In general, GRMHD simulations with
spinning black holes indicate jet production consisting of a Poynting dominated (in the sense that the
energy is transferred predominantly by the electromagnetic field) high Lorentz factor spine jet, and
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a matter dominated, mildly relativistic sheath wind possibly embedded in a sub-relativistic speed
disk/coronal wind.
It is thought that relativistic jets on the largest scales are kinetically dominated, i.e., most of
the electromagnetic energy is converted to kinetic energy. The means by which magnetic energy is
converted to kinetic energy has not been identified, but it is generally thought to involve gradual
acceleration by magnetic forces (e.g., [6–8]) and/or non-ideal MHD effects, specifically magnetic
reconnection (e.g., [9]). The large scale magnetic field may dissipate if the regular magnetic structure
is destroyed as a result of a global MHD instability, the kink instability being the most plausible
candidate (e.g., [10,11]).
The most promising MHDmodels for the acceleration and collimation of jets involve the presence
of a magnetic field with foot points anchored to a rotating object (an accretion disk or a spinning
neutron star or black hole). The dominance of the toroidal component (Bf) over the poloidal component
(Bp) is a natural consequence in these models. It is well known that current carrying plasma columns
containing strong toroidal magnetic fields are unstable to non-axisymmetric perturbations. Among
these current-driven (CD) instabilities, the kink mode is the most violent. The kink mode leads to
helical displacement of the plasma column and may disrupt the system. Thus, non-linear development
of the kink mode could trigger violent magnetic dissipation in relativistic outflows.
On the smallest scales, the rapid observed variability of X-ray/TeV gamma-ray flares with
timescales from several minutes to a few hours in blazars pose severe constraints on the particle
acceleration timescale and the size of emission region and also provide indirect evidence for instabilities.
Here, magnetic reconnection via current driven instability leads to the conversion of Poynting flux to
kinetic flux, which provides particle acceleration [12]. Such magnetic dissipation would generate flares
from a very small region of a few Schwarzschild radii in size; such flares would be moving very fast,
essentially as “min-jets” within the slower jet medium [13,14].
Much of the current discussion lies in whether the g-ray flares are produced within the broad-line
emission region near the central engine (e.g., [15]), or parsecs away from the central engine (e.g., [16,17]).
Results of over three years of simultaneous multi-wavelength observations of 36 blazars show that most
g-ray flares are simultaneous within errors with the appearance of a new superluminal component or
a major outburst in the core of the jet, defined as the bright, compact feature in the upstream end of
the jet (e.g., [16,17]). A burst in particle and magnetic energy density is therefore required when jet
disturbances cross the radio core in order to produce g-ray flares, which can naturally be explained
by identifying the radio core with a recollimation shock [18,19].
In this paper, we shortly review our findings for the magnetic dissipation in relativistic jets from
recent MHD simulations of CD kink instabilities and recollimation shocks.
2. Current-Driven Kink Instability
When jets are magnetically dominated, they are likely to experience CD instability which in
turn may drive magnetic reconnection locally. In MHD models for jet collimation and acceleration,
a toroidal magnetic field (Bf) is wound up due to rotating accretion disk and/or spinning central
objects and eventually dominates over the poloidal magnetic field (Bp). The situation with the strong
toroidal magnetic field is unstable for CD kink (m = 1) mode [10]. The classical Kruskal-Shafranov
(KS) instability criterion indicates that the instability develops if the length of a static plasma column is
long enough for the field lines to go around the column at least once. One approach to study simple
picture of relativistic jet is to consider force-free approximation in which only the charges, currents
and fields are considered while the inertia and pressure of the plasma are ignored. This is valid
whenever Poynting flux dominated jets are taken into account. Cylindrical force-free jets are kink
stable if the axial magnetic field, Bz, is independent of the radius of plasma column [20] but are kink
unstable if Bz decreases with increasing distance from the axis [10,21].
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The temporal development of the CD kink instability in relativistic cylindrical jets using periodic
computational box has been explored. The instability of a helically magnetized relativistic non-rotating
force-free static plasma column has been studied and has shown that the initial configuration is
strongly distorted but not disrupted by the CD kink instability [22]. The growth rate and nonlinear
evolution of the CD kink instability depends moderately on the radial density profile and strongly
on the radial magnetic pitch profile. This work was further extended to investigate the influence of
a velocity shear surface on the development of the CD kink instability in a sub-Alfvénic non-rotating
jet [23]. It was found that the helically distorted density structure propagated along the jet with the flow
speed and the structure dependent on the ratio between the radius of the velocity shear surface and
the characteristic radius of the helically twisted force-free magnetic field (the radius of maximum
toroidal magnetic field). The influence of the jet rotation and the differential motion on the CD kink
instability was studied for rotating helically magnetized relativistic jet with radially decreasing density
profile and it was found that the development of the instability depends on the lateral distribution of
the poloidal magnetic field [24]. If the poloidal field significantly decreases outward from the axis, then
the initial small perturbations grow strongly, then nonlinear interaction with multiple axial modes of
instability eventually disrupts the initial cylindrical configuration. When the profile of the poloidal
field is shallow, the instability develops slowly and eventually saturates.
Recently, we have investigated the influence of the radial density profile on the spatial
development of the CD kink instability along helically magnetized rotating, relativistic cylindrical
jets using a non-periodic computational box and a precessional perturbation at the inlet triggering
the growth of the kink instability [25]. The upper panels of Figure 1 shows the 3D density structure of
a CD kink instability in magnetized rotating, relativistic cylindrical jets with decreasing and increasing
radial density profiles. It shows that the helical kink develops and grows continuously near the jet inlet,
and also propagates downstream from the jet, exciting the CD kink instability in both cases. The kink
structure propagates downstream nearly with the flow speed. The growth rate of the kink instability
itself does not depend on the angular velocity amplitude W0 as suggested by periodic box simulations
of temporal kink growth [24], but depends on the radial density profile. The decreasing density cases
exhibit faster growth of the kink instability, as reported in spatial growth studies of non-rotating
cases [26]. The lower panels of Figure 1 depicts arrows that identify the locations where the current
density J µ r⇥ B attains the largest intensities. They trace the locations of inversion of the polarity of
the magnetic field lines and therefore of potential sites for magnetic reconnection. We clearly see that
the location of themaximum kink amplitudematches themaximumvalue of curlB in both cases. Hence,
these regions are the possible sites for magnetic energy dissipation through magnetic reconnection,
which can contribute to the increase in kinetic energy of the jet flow and also allow for efficient
particle acceleration (e.g., [27]). Takamoto et al. [28] have investigated fast magnetic reconnection
induced by turbulence in the relativistic regime considering both incompressible and compressible
flows numerically and found that the reconnection rate is independent of the plasma resistivity as in
the non-relativistic case [29]. They measured reconnection rate values depending on the magnetization
parameter s of the flow. We also make a quite rough estimate of the reconnection rate in the magnetic
reconnection sites identified from the simulations. Considering the values of the components of B and v
in these regions, we obtained similar reconnection rates to the values obtained by Takamoto et al. [28].
This further indicates that the turbulence due to the CD kink instability in the relativistic jets is able to
induce fast magnetic reconnection locally and thus may provide potential sites for particle acceleration
by reconnection and non-thermal high energy radiation [30].












Figure 1. upper: 3D density isosurfaces and lower: the locations of maximum current density, curlB
for (a,c) the decreasing density model with W0 = 1 at ts = 100 and (b,d) the increasing density model
with W0 = 2 at ts = 150 of CD kink instability in relativistic rotating jets. The solid lines correspond
to the magnetic field lines. The current density traces the regions where magnetic reconnection may
occur, at the same time. Figure taken from [25].
3. Recollimation Shock
Most of the observed quasi-stationary features appear in the innermost jet regions by Very Long
Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations of AGN jets suggesting that they could be associated
with recollimation shocks produced by a pressure mismatch between the jet and the external
medium (e.g., [31]). Recollimation shocks have also been found at hundreds of parsecs from the
central objects in several AGN jets (e.g., [32]).
When a jet propagates through an ambient medium, the pressuremismatch between the jet and the
ambient medium naturally arises as a result of the ambient pressure decrease. The pressure mismatch
drives a radial oscillating motion of the jet and multiple recollimation regions inside the jet (e.g., [19]).
If a significant rarefaction wave is produced by the recollimation and propagates into the jet interior,
the plasma thermal energy can be converted into jet kinetic energy, increasing considerably the jet
Lorentz factor. This is a purely relativistic effect, also referred to as the Aloy-Rezzolla (AR) booster [33],
which takes place in relativistic flows with a large tangential velocity discontinuity. This boosting
mechanism is very basic and has been confirmed by a number of studies in hydrodynamical and
magnetized jets (e.g., [34]).
We have performed 2D RMHD simulations of the propagation of a non-equilibrium
over-pressured relativistic jets leading to the generation of a series of recollimation shocks and
rarefaction waves. Figure 2 shows 2D plots of the rest-mass density, of the gas pressure, and of
the Lorentz factor for the helical magnetic field case. Similar to the other magnetic field topologies
(purely axial and toroidal fields, not shown here), in this case the over-pressured jet produces an
initially weak conical shock that propagates into the ambient medium and a conical rarefaction wave
that propagates into the jet. Through the AR booster mechanism, a conversion of thermal energy to
jet kinetic energy takes place across the rarefaction wave, with a consequent acceleration of the flow
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from initial jet Lorentz factor gj,0 = 3 to gj ' 5. Although the pitch considered here is less than one, so
that the toroidal magnetic field is larger than the axial one at least initially, the effective behaviour of
the plasma is closer to the one seen in the case of an axial magnetic field than in the case of a toroidal
magnetic field. The presence of a helical magnetic field in the jet leads to a rather complex behaviour
in both the recollimation shock and rarefaction structure. This global behaviour is clearly influenced in
part by our choice for the initial pitch.




Figure 2. 2D plots of: (a) the rest-mass density; (b) the gas pressure; and (c) the Lorentz factor for 2D
RMHD simulations of recollimation shock in over-pressured relativistic jet with helical magnetic field.




































Figure 3. Left panel: Dependence of the relative difference of the maximum Lorentz factor relative to
the purely hydrodynamic case gmax/(gmax)HD   1. All quantities are shown as a function of the initial
magnetic field strength B0 in the case of axial (red crosses), toroidal (blue stars), and helical magnetic
fields (black diamonds) with initial magnetic pitch P0 = 0.5. The red dashed line indicates a quadratic
fit. Right panel: Dependence of the maximum Lorentz factor gmax (right vertical axis) and relative
difference of the maximum Lorentz factor relative to the purely hydrodynamic case gmax/(gmax)HD  1
(left vertical axis) as a function of the initial magnetic pitch P0. The initial jet Lorentz is set to gj = 3.
The red dashed line indicates the fitting with a hyperbolic tangent function. Figure taken from [35].
The left panel of Figure 3 reports the dependence of the relative increase of the Lorentz factor
with respect to the purely hydrodynamical evolution, namely, Dgmax/(gmax)HD ⌘ gmax/(gmax)HD   1,
as a function of the initial magnetic field. Obviously, this quantity can either be positive or negative
and provides a direct measure of the fractional boost. Shown with different symbols are the different
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magnetic-field topologies with crosses referring to the axial magnetic field, diamonds to the helical
magnetic-field, and star crosses to the toroidal magnetic-field. From the results, axial and helical
initial magnetic fields lead to Lorentz boosts that are larger than in the hydrodynamical case, while
the opposite is true for purely toroidal magnetic fields, for which an acceleration is still present but
this is smaller than in the hydrodynamical case. The origin of this different behaviour has to be found
in the fact that an axial magnetic field adds an effective gas pressure and results in larger rest-mass
density and pressure gradients across the rarefaction waves induced downstream of the inlet. In turn,
the AR booster translates these stronger waves into larger accelerations of the flow. It is also instructive
that, in the case of a purely axial magnetic field, the behaviour of the relative boost has a simple
quadratic dependence on the initial magnetic field. This is simply because the relative boost scales
as Dgmax/(gmax)HD µ p/pg   1 = pm/pg µ B2z . This is confirmed by the very good match between
the numerical data and a quadratic fit, which is indicated with a red dashed line.
In the case of a helical magnetic field, we have an additional degree of freedom represented by
the initial magnetic pitch, P0 = RBz/RjBf. By suitably choosing the initial pitch, it is possible to
scan the range of possible magnetic-field configurations, which range from an essentially toroidal
magnetic field for P0 ⌧ 1 to an axial axial magnetic field for P0   1. The right panel of Figure 3
shows Dgmax/(gmax)HD as a function of the initial pitch P0 with fixed initial magnetic field strength
B0 = 0.1. Interestingly, we found that the relative increase in the maximum Lorentz factor has a
very clear dependence with the pitch, smoothly joining the two extreme cases of a toroidal and axial
magnetic fields, respectively. Furthermore, the transition between the two regimes takes place at P0   1
saturating to the axial field case when P0 ' 10. Finally, the dependence can be accurately approximated
with a simple expression of the type gmax ' c1 + c2 tanh[c3(P0   1.0)], where c1 ' 5.43, c2 ' 0.6, and
c3 ' 0.8, and is indicated with the red dashed line.
4. Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, we have shortly reviewed our recent work related on the magnetic dissipation
in relativistic jets. Through numerical studies of CD kink instability in relativistic jets, the growth
of CD kink instability becomes the potential trigger mechanism of the fast magnetic reconnection
in relativistic jets through development of turbulence locally and can govern the transformation
of magnetic to kinetic energy, thus providing an efficient way to power and accelerate particles in
relativistic jets. We note here that it is important that relativistic jets are not disrupted entirely by
the CD instability and local magnetic dissipation continues to accelerate particles.
Multiple stationary recollimation shock and rarefaction structures are produced along the jet by
the nonlinear interaction of shocks and rarefaction waves in the propagation of an over-pressured
magnetized relativistic jet. The propagation of rarefaction waves in the jet leads to the conversion of
the plasma thermal energy into jet kinetic energy with significant boost of the jet Lorentz factor [33].
The presence of magnetic fieldmodifies the recollimation shock strength and structure whichmay affect
in a significant way the signatures of stationary components seen in several AGN jets, especially in
polarized flux. Studying in detail the structure in these stationary components for a direct comparison
with our simulations requires however, resolving the jet structure across the jet width. This can
be achieved through mm-VLBI observations by GMVA (Global Millimeter VLBI Array) [36], the
Event Horizon Telescope and the Black Hole Cam project [37,38], and the space VLBI mission
RadioAstron [39].
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